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1. INTRODUCTION
This Recommended Practice (RP) document has been commissioned by the Subsea
Obsolescence Joint Industry Project (JIP). It is designed to assist subsea equipment
suppliers in developing an Obsolescence Management capability that will allow
compliance against the Joint Operator Specification, document reference 3428A
(referred to as the Specification).
Note, this RP document (3428B) supplements the Specification (3428A). Both
documents may be used/ referred to by any operator.
The JIP members (referred to collectively as the ‘Operators’) are: BP, Chevron, INPEX,
Statoil, Total, and Woodside. The JIP coordinator, OTM Consulting Ltd, commissioned
Through Life Support (TLS) to prepare the RP document.

2. WHAT IS OBSOLESCENCE
The International Standard for Obsolescence Management (OM), IEC62402:2007, states
the following definition:
Obsolescence - “Transition from availability from the original manufacturer to
unavailability”
To further clarify the term, in 2010, Industry professionals closely involved in the OM
specialism decided that more definition on certain terms would provide further
clarification of important terms used in OM, the following terms definitions were agreed
(and will be in a future revision of IEC62402:2007):
Obsolescent - “Subject to an announced future end of production date by the original
manufacturer”
Obsolete - “Not available from the original manufacturer to the original specification”.
Unavailable - “No longer available from any sources”
Obsolescence is a significant cost driver and can impact equipment at all stages of the
acquisition process. The life cycle of parts within major long life products can be
significantly shorter than the life of the products they are within.
When a component failure occurs, or a modification / change is required, a major
problem can develop if the replacement component is no longer available from its
original manufacturer, or any other approved sources. This can often result in the most
expensive resolution (redesign) being the only option available. For the Sub Sea Oil and
Gas Industry this has further expensive logistical issues.
Early Identification of obsolescence risk allows a wider range of options to be considered
and consequently reduces the actual cost of resolution and ownership. The rate of
obsolescence is increasing and the financial and availability risks to equipment will
continue to require careful management to reduce through life costs.
There is clear evidence that a robust Obsolescence Management strategy and
processes, can significantly reduce through life costs.
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Although electronics are most likely to be discontinued, obsolescence of non-electronic
and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items also poses a significant problem to long life
systems. In short, obsolescence is a threat to system supportability.
The impact of obsolescence can be significant. Recent industry and academic studies
have clearly shown that the cost difference between being reactive, where redesign is
the most common resolution, and being proactive, where more cost effective resolutions
are implemented, can be as much as 50 times more expensive.1
Obsolescence will not go away. It has been shown that the annual growth of End of Life
document, where manufacturers declare a component obsolete, increases significantly
year on year by as much as 25%.2
Obsolescence in long life products is therefore inevitable. Unforeseen obsolescence
issues can happen quickly and could cost a significant amount of unplanned money to
resolve and can have the impact of:


Loss of equipment capability (production down time)



Significant increase in support costs through life.

The only way to mitigate the risk is by managing obsolescence

3. WHAT IS OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT
The IEC 62402:2007 definition is:
Obsolescence Management - “co-ordinated activities to direct and control an
organisation with regard to obsolescence”
The principle aim of Obsolescence Management is to avoid the costly resolutions when
an obsolescence issue occurs. Careful planning can minimize the impact of
obsolescence and its potential high costs. The objective of obsolescence management is
to ensure that obsolescence is managed as an integral part of design, development,
production and in-service support in order to minimize cost and detrimental impact
throughout the product life cycle.
Put simply, the main elements of a proactive Obsolescence Management strategy are:


Understand the components in your product.



Understand the current and future obsolescence risk.



Put steps in place to mitigate known risk.



Reduce the impact of obsolescence on :
o

Capability

o

Cost

1

MOD 2004 Cost Metrics Report and 2011 Obsolescence Management Improvement Project.

2

Through Dec 2010, the year over year growth in End Of Life documents from 2009 has increased by over 25% - Source IHS
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A robust, proactive Obsolescence Management strategy will deliver:


An understanding of the current and future risk to the components within a system.



Mitigation of known current and future risk.



A reduction in support costs, through life.



A reduction on expensive reactive obsolescence resolutions



Reduced risk of obsolescence affecting capability (decreased production downtime).

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The objective of Obsolescence Management is to implement a complete framework of
tools and processes that will deliver the full benefit of being fully proactive. These
elements include:


OM Policy
o



OM Strategy
o



A robust, effective obsolescence risk assessment is central to a good
Obsolescence Management Plan. A good quality process must be in place
utilising appropriate processes and tools. A prioritised Obsolescence Risk
Register should record details of all assessment and decisions.

OM Tools
o



If the responsibility to manage the obsolescence risk is being cascaded down the
Supply Chain, effective contracting is crucial. This will allow the customer to have
an understanding of the Obsolescence risk to their project, give confidence that the
risk is being managed effectively and that the resolutions being implemented are
the most cost effective to the project.

Risk Assessment
o



A more detailed, lengthy document. The OMP details the day to day activities of
the OM organisation and outlines the specific processes, resources and tools that
will be used to manage the obsolescence risk to a project or product.

OM Contracting
o



A document that provides the Obsolescence Management governance for all
equipment within the organisation, or range of products. Obsolescence
Management processes and Obsolescence Management Plans (OMP’s) are to be
in compliance with the strategy.

OM Plans
o



A high level document that outlines the approach to OM

Obsolescence management and monitoring tools are an important element of
understanding current and future obsolescence risk and their use should be
incorporated in a proactive OM strategy.

Resolution Process
o

Once obsolescence has occurred or a future obsolescence risk has been
identified, a clear process to put resolution or mitigation action in place must exist.
Those responsible for making and authorising decisions must be declared.
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OM Communication
o



OM Reporting
o



How much will obsolescence cost for the next defined period of time. This cost
modelling exercise can help with financial planning (both customer and supplier).

Measuring Performance
o



A supplier’s capability to manage the obsolescence risk on a customer’s behalf
needs to be clearly understood.

Understanding Cost
o



Collaborating on common risk across organisations and projects can deliver
significant savings.

Supplier Assessment
o



Clear and regular reporting of obsolescence risk, resolutions and mitigations.

OM Collaboration
o



Promote Obsolescence Management best practices throughout the organisation
and supply chain.

How well is the Obsolescence Management strategy performing? Is the OMP
hitting or missing the significant cost savings that can be delivered with an effective
OM strategy?

Business Integration
o

Obsolescence Management is not only the responsibility of engineering. It affects,
and can be affected by other departments such as, inventory management,
purchasing and commercial.
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4. OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT FOR SUBSEA
Subsea equipment can have a significant product life. Typically this can last 15-25
years. The impact of obsolescence will be felt when an equipment failure occurs. If the
replacement for the failed component is no longer available, can no longer be
satisfactorily supported or is no longer procurable from approved sources, the significant,
and expensive, downtime can occur while a new approved source, or an alternative
solution, can be found. It is possible that an alternative component may have to be
qualified or tested which can also increase both the cost of resolution and more
significantly, an increase in loss of production.
A change in environmental policy (e.g. RoHS, RoHS2, WEEE, REACH, etc.) can cause
equipment or operational procedure obsolescence. These changes to legislation,
environmental policies and personnel may not only have an impact to the equipment but
also the way it is operated.
A robust Obsolescence Management capability can minimise the risk of this scenario
occurring. By understanding obsolescence risk and mitigating against the likelihood of
‘no source of supply’ for a replacement component, the financial impact of loss of
production can be minimised. A proactive Obsolescence Management strategy does not
only apply to equipment positioned subsea; it also applies to all topside equipment that is
involved with the continuation of production. Therefore all equipment should be
analysed and proactively managed to reduce the impact of lost production.
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OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
5. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The Joint Operator Specification – Obsolescence Management for Subsea Production
Control Systems, document reference 3428A (the Specification) has been developed as
a supplement to IEC 62402: Obsolescence management - Application guide. The
Specification defines the minimum subsea equipment supplier requirements to minimise
the risks of obsolescence through implementing a proactive Obsolescence Management
capability. Compliance against this requirement should help reduce the risks, costs and
impact to the operators caused when components, tooling, suppliers, process and
knowledge become obsolete through the continued management of the equipment
Obsolescence Management Plan. These requirements are applicable during all phases
of the complete product life cycle.
The purpose of this Recommended Practice document (ref 3428B) is to provide a
uniform process for managing obsolescence risk across Operators and subsea
equipment suppliers, ensuring full compliance to, and ensuring a consistent
interpretation of, the Specification. It will be aligned with the Specification and will
provide further explanation on the requirements put upon the suppliers. It will also
provide example processes for each of the elements that will provide the suppliers with
assistance in setting up, or developing an existing, proactive OM capability.
The document is structured in two distinct parts. The first part provides an expanded
explanation on each of the requirements of the Specification and will explain what is
required and why it is important as part of delivering a proactive OM capability to meet
the Operators requirements.
The second part is the Annexes. There is an annex for each of the elements of an
Obsolescence Management Plan that is required to be developed and delivered by the
Specification. Each of these annexes articulates a recommended process for each
element Therefore, taken as a package, the annexes can be used to form the basis of a
supplier Obsolescence Management Plan which will fulfil the requirements of the
Specification.
The annexes are NOT mandatory processes, they exist so they can be used as
guides to understand the requirement more fully, if required. If robust
Obsolescence Management processes already exist, and they meet the
requirements of the Specification, then they may be used instead of the
recommendations within the Annexes.
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6. DEFINITIONS
Obsolescence Management definitions have been declared within this document. These
definitions are to be used in all correspondence, proposals and specifications between
Suppliers and Operators.
Alternative
An item whose performance may be different from that specified for one or more reasons
(e.g., quality or reliability level, tolerance, parametric, temperature range).
Asset
This term in the Offshore Oil and Gas industry is used to define the unique installation of
a set of Products in a unique geographically located position of a field. The
management, from procurement of products, to the completed installation of an asset, or
delivered as spares, is an example of a “project”.
Authorised Aftermarket
An item is available on the market but not from the original manufacturer or supplier
(typically finished goods provided by licensed sources).
Backwards Compatibility
The consideration for new equipment to be installed as part of an asset has to be
qualified for operational capability within the asset. This should be considered as part of
the TRL assessment process for replacement equipment/modules.
Bridge buy
Procurement of a sufficient number of components to allow time to develop another
solution
Component
In this specification the term “component” is used to reference all elements of the Bill of
Materials (BoM) such as electronic components, mechanical components, product,
tooling, processes, software and firmware. A component can be a piece part, or an
assembly within, a Product.
Emulation
A manufacturing process that produces a substitute form, fit and function, and interface
(F3I) item for the unobtainable item. Microcircuit emulation can replicate with state-ofthe art devices that emulate the original and can be manufactured and supplied on
demand.
Equivalent
An item which is functionally, parametrically and technically interchangeable (form, fit
and function).
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Existing Stock
An item that is owned within the supply chain and that can be allocated to the product.
Last Time Buy
As a result of a discontinuance notice, the procurement of items sufficient to support the
life cycle of the product or until the next planned technology upgrade.
Note: The Last Time Buy is a reactive resolution
Legacy equipment
Equipment that is delivered to the Operator, and may be in operation
Obsolescence
Transition from availability from the original manufacturer to unavailability.
Obsolescence Concern
As a result of a proactive approach, a future obsolescence issue has been identified. A
resolution needs to be developed and implemented to minimise the impact on future
availability, and cost to, a project.
Obsolescence Issue
An item within a product has been declared obsolescent. A resolution needs to be
identified and implemented to minimise the impact on availability, and cost to, a
project/product.
Obsolescence Management
The co-ordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to
obsolescence.
Obsolescence Resolution
A resolution type, as a result of an obsolescence concern, or obsolescence issue,
requires to be implemented.
One concern, or issue, may generate a number of resolution types that impact multiple
products within a project.
Obsolescent
A component is subject to an announced future end of production date by the original
manufacturer.
Obsolete
Not available from the original manufacturer to the original specification.
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Operator
The person, group, or organization who is the client / customer of Supplier.
Pro-Active
As a result of a risk assessment, either a reactive or proactive approach to the
obsolescence risk shall be employed for each component. A ‘proactive’ approach shall
be employed where the result of the risk assessment is either in the ‘medium’ or ‘high’
risk category. A suitable method, aligned to the severity of the risk, to reduce the impact
of obsolescence shall be selected.
Product
A product is a completed item of manufacture delivered to an Operator, or to the market,
by a supplier. It can be a simple piece part up to a multi layered assembly (e.g. Subsea
Control Module). A Product is a separately delivered line item within a project, including
spares.
Project
A project is the undertaking by an Operator to implement/install a unique solution for a
particular purpose. It may consist of one or more products from a supplier or suppliers.
Generally a project will consist of one, or a combination of, design, manufacture,
installation and support. The term project can also apply to a major piece of equipment
that is of unique construction to suit an Operator’s need, and whilst there maybe more
than one contracted, each has a slightly different configuration.
A project would be owned by the Operators. Normally a project has a definitive start and
end date.
Reactive
As a result of a risk assessment, either a reactive or proactive approach to the obsolescence risk
shall be employed for each component. A ‘reactive’ approach shall be employed where the
result of the risk assessment is in the ‘low’ risk category. This option entails doing nothing until
an obsolescence issue arises, where an appropriate and cost effective resolution to the problem
is implemented.
Choosing to select a ‘reactive’ approach for items of ‘low’ risk, can be seen to be a proactive
decision within an Obsolescence Management process.
Reclamation (Cannibalisation)
The use of an item found in surplus equipment or equipment beyond economical repair.
Risk Mitigation Buy
The procurement of items sufficient to support the product throughout its life cycle, or
until the next planned technology upgrade, to reduce an identified obsolescence risk to a
product.
Note: The Risk Mitigation Buy is a proactive risk reduction measure, triggered by the
user, where an unacceptable obsolescence risk to a product has been identified.
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Examples of RMB are:
Life Time Buy, Life of Type Buy, Bridge Buy.
Supplier
The company designated on the purchase order form as being the contracted Supplier of
materials and services to the Operator
Sub-Supplier
Provider of products and/or services to Supplier.
Technology Readiness Level
The extent to which an item is “ready for use” given specified qualification
factors/requirements. It indicates how far the processes in a technology qualification
program for a particular technology have progressed. Refer to API 17N and DNV RP
A203 for more information on TRL.
Unavailable
No longer available from any sources.
Unit
A general term to describe a product or item when used within the context of hardware
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7. ABBREVIATIONS
AML

Approved Manufacturers List

BoM

Bill of Material

COTS

Commercial of the Shelf

DCN

Design Change Note

EMP

Environmental Management Plan

EOL

End of Life

F3I

Form, Fit and Function Interface

FFF (F3) Form, Fit and Function
IEC

International Electro technical Commission

IHS

Information Handling Services Ltd.

IORA

Initial Obsolescence Risk Analysis

ITAR

International Traffic Arms Regulations

JIP

Joint Industry Project

LTB

Last Time Buy

MOD

Ministry of Defence

OCM

Original Component Manufacturer

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

OM

Obsolescence Management

OMP

Obsolescence Management Plan

OSR

Obsolescence Status Report

PCN

Product Change Note

PDN

Product Discontinuation Note

PMP

Parts Management Plan

PORA

Production Obsolescence Risk Analysis

PPL

Preferred Parts List

REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Registration of Chemical
RMB

Risk Mitigation Buy
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RoHS

Restriction of Hazardous Substances

STTE

Standard Type Test Equipment

TLS

Through Life Support Ltd.

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

WEEE

Waste Electrical and Electronic equipment Directive

YTEOL Years to End of Life

8. REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION
Normative References
Joint Operator Specification - Obsolescence Management for Subsea Production Control
Systems – Reference 3428A.
IEC 62402:2007 – Obsolescence Management – Application Guide
Informative References
PD 6667:2000 (Obsolescence Management)
Code of practice for obsolescence notification and support from suppliers of
electronic components) documents the processes that electronic component
manufacturers implement when declaring a part obsolescent or obsolete.
API RP 17N - Recommended Practice for Subsea Production System Reliability and
Technical Risk Management
This API recommended practice aims to provide operators, contractors and
suppliers with guidance in the application of reliability techniques to subsea
projects within their scope of work and supply.
DNV RP-A203 - Qualification of New Technology
The objective of this recommended Practice is to provide a systematic
approach to qualification of new technology in a manner that ensures
traceability throughout the process, from the determination of functions, targets
and expectations to relevant failure modes, qualification activities and evidence.
IEC 62647-1 - Process management for avionics — Aerospace and Defence Electronic
Systems Containing Lead-Free Solder - Part 1: Lead-free management
This standard defines the objectives of, and requirements for, documenting
processes that assure customers and regulatory agencies that electronic
systems containing Pb-free solder, piece parts, and boards will satisfy the
applicable requirements for performance, reliability, safety, and certifiability
throughout the specified life of performance. Its goal is to communicate
requirements for a Lead-free Control Plan (LFCP), and to assist suppliers in the
development of their own plans. The plan documents the plan owner’s
(supplier’s) processes, that assure customers, and all other stakeholders that
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the plan owner’s products will continue to meet their requirements.
IEC 62647-21 - Process Management for Avionics – Aerospace and Defence Electronic
System Containing Lead-Free Solder – Part 21: Program management – Systems
engineering guidelines for managing the transition to lead-free electronics
This standard is designed to assist program management and/or systems
engineering management in managing the transition to lead-free (Pb-free)
electronics to assure product reliability and performance.
IEC 62647-22 - Process Management for Avionics – Aerospace and Defence Electronic
Systems Containing Lead-Free Solder – Part 22: Technical Guidelines
This guideline is intended for use as technical guidance by Aerospace system
Suppliers, e.g., Aerospace system Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
and Aerospace system maintenance facilities, in developing and implementing
designs and processes to ensure the continued performance, quality, reliability,
safety, configuration control, affordability, maintainability, and supportability of
high performance aerospace systems both during and after the transition to PbFree electronics. However, it may also be applied to subsea products with
similar characteristics, e.g., low-volume, high reliability, long lifetime etc.
SAE AS5553 - Counterfeit Electronic Parts, Avoidance, Detection, Mitigation, and
Disposition
The standard is primarily designed for adoption by aerospace and military
manufacturers and contractors, providing uniform requirements, practices and
methods to mitigate the risk of receiving and installing counterfeit electronic
parts. However, can also provide good guidance to Suppliers. There is
obviously no single definitive process or standard of operation that can
absolutely prevent a company from receiving or installing a counterfeit part.
However, the AS5553 standard provides a framework for risk assessment that
pinpoints potential problem areas and ensures management has an
understanding of what specific risks exist of receiving counterfeit components.
Legislation
REACH Regulations EC 1907/2006 European Community Regulation on the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction Of Chemicals
Substances and their Safe Use
Rohs2 Directive 2011/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of
8 June 2011 on the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in
Electrical and Electronic Equipment.
WEEE Directive: Directive 2002/96/EC on Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment
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9. OBSOLESCENCE IN THE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE
The obsolescence risk of components within a product must be assessed and managed.
This section will look at lifecycles from both the component and the product
perspectives.

10.

COMPONENT LIFECYCLE
The terms ‘Obsolescent’ and ‘Obsolete’ are to be used to reflect definitive points within
the component life cycle as shown in Figure 1 below.

FIGURE 1 - COMPONENT LIFECYCLE

A component is declared ‘obsolescent’ when it is subject to an announced future end of
production date by the original manufacturer.
A component is declared ‘obsolete’ when it is no longer available from the original
manufacturer to the original specification.
When the component is no longer available from stock, or is no longer procurable from
any sources e.g. authorised aftermarket manufacturers/distributors, it is ‘unavailable’.
End of Life (EOL), Product Discontinuance Notices (PDN) and Product Change Notices
(PCN) are declared by the original manufacturer as the mechanism to declare that the
component is subject to a future end of production. PD6667:200 is the document that
outlines the process that the manufacturers comply with.
It is the fundamental task of an Obsolescence Manager to ensure that he/she is made
aware of these notices and how they affect the equipment that they are managing.
There are two methods to find out when EOL’s and PDN’s are declared by the
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manufacturer:


Component Monitoring



Supplier Monitoring

These methods will be described in more detail in this document.

11.

SUBSEA PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
Obsolescence Management is a through life activity, the obsolescence risk to equipment
affects all stages of the lifecycle and processes should be implemented at the earliest
stage to minimise the risk. Processes should be in place at each stage and the OMP
should reflect that OM is performed at all levels. Figure 2 below, from the Specification,
outlines stages of the lifecycle and the activities at each stage are explained:

FIGURE 2 - PRODUCT LIFECYCLE (REFERENCE – JOINT OPERATOR SPECIFICATION OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT FOR SUBSEA PRODUCTION CONTROL SYSTEMS FIGURE 5.2)
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12.

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT HIGH LEVEL PROCESS
Figure 3 below outlines the high level process that is recommended to be implemented
between Operators and Suppliers to understand, mitigate, resolve and report
obsolescence risk. It shows the communication flow to ensure adherence to the Joint
Operator Specification.

Figure 3 - high level om process

This Recommended Practice document articulates the processes that should be
implemented in order to satisfy the above process.
All equipment supplied or used by the Supplier to deliver and maintain the supplied
equipment is within scope. Test equipment is covered if it is listed in aftermarket
contract. Unless otherwise agreed between Operator and Supplier
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13.

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT GOVERNANCE
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT POLICY
A Supplier should have a Company Obsolescence Management Policy in place. The
purpose of this policy is to maintain the optimum balance of product availability and cost
ownership by:


Minimising the unacceptable loss of operational capability for your customer and your
supply chain.



Minimising unplanned expenditure by maximising the time and mitigation options by being
proactive.



Avoiding multiple independent efforts to resolve the same or similar problems.



Promoting design insertion plans



Reducing the amount of redesigns



Consideration needs to be taken of the Operators assets and the different configurations
existing. This should drive an OMP for the field asset (physical location of equipment) as
well as a product OMP.



The Obsolescence Management Policy will be a very short, high level document that will
define the company approach to OM and will:
o

Affect all products (incl. services) and bids

o

Recognise the options for OM

o

Identify the need for contract discussions

o

Apply throughout the product life cycle

o

Identify roles and responsibilities

As a minimum, the OM Policy should cover:


Organisation and appointment of OM manager



Risk Management



Product



o

Development Environment

o

Manufacture

o

Support

o

Re-cycling

Control

The OM Policy should state that all products will comply with IEC 62402:2007 Obsolescence Management – Application Guide and the Joint Operator Specification –
Obsolescence Management for Subsea Production Control Systems.
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14.

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
REQUIREMENT
The purpose of an Obsolescence Management Plan (OMP) is to demonstrate the
specific processes, resources and tools that will be used to manage the obsolescence
risk to a project or product.
The Joint Operator Obsolescence Management specification states that an OMP shall
be developed by the Supplier. The OMP will be used as evidence from the Supplier of
compliance to the specification.
The Joint Operator Obsolescence Management specification (Para 6.2) outlines the
contents that the Obsolescence Management Plan should contain, as a minimum, these
are:


Objectives



Legacy Equipment Recovery Plan



Applicability Including A Complete List Of Units Covered By OMP



Organisation, Roles And Responsibilities



Skill Base Management



Obsolescence Strategies



Communication Plan



Process Activities



Obsolescence Mapping



Obsolescence Monitoring



Critical Components



Supply Chain



Stock Level Management Philosophy



Metrics



Deliverables



Product Life Cycle Diagrams

OMP ELEMENTS
This Recommended Practice document has created an Obsolescence Management
Plan template that, if followed, and populated with robust processes, will satisfy the
minimum requirements above and will ensure compliance against the Joint Operator
Specification.
The Obsolescence Management Plan elements are as follows:


Objectives



Document Details
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Product Details



Scope of Plan



Obsolescence Management Organisation



OM in Design



Risk Assessment



Obsolescence Monitoring



Resolution Process



Supplier Arrangements



OM Reporting



Product Life Cycle Diagrams



Performance Management



Plan Transition

COMPLIANCE AGAINST SPECIFICATION
Creating an Obsolescence Management Plan that follows the above element structure
will ensure compliance against the Joint Operator Specification. Table 1 shows the
mapping between the requirements and the relevant section(s) within the OMP
Template.
Table 1 - Specification to OMP template mapping
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The following sections of this document describe each of the above elements in detail
with a recommended process for each can be found in Annexes A to N.

15.

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT PLAN ELEMENTS
OBJECTIVES
This section will state the objectives of the Obsolescence Management Plan. It must
state:


The product name that the OMP is applicable to.



The duration that the OMP will cover – over what timescale Obsolescence risk
assessment and reporting will be implemented.



The OMP will comply with the requirement of:



IEC 62402:2007



Joint Operator Obsolescence Management Specification for Subsea Production Control
Systems



The Supplier will implement a fully proactive Obsolescence Management Plan for the
product.

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘OBJECTIVES’ can be found at Annex A.
DOCUMENT DETAILS
These details are necessary for configuration control purposes and should conform to
Supplier’s internal document control process.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘DOCUMENT DETAILS’ can be found at
Annex B.
PRODUCT DETAILS
This should be a short but objective description of the product that the plan refers to and
the nature of the Life of Field contract. The details need to provide the owner and reader
with sufficient information to understand the Product, where it is positioned in the
Product Structure, and appropriate contractual information that relates to the product.


Name of product



Description of product (brief overview of product covered by OMP)



Description of contractual arrangement (information that will aid the assessment of the
OMP in relation to the overarching Life of Field support contract)



Contract Number



Customer



Parent or System the Product belongs to

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘PRODUCT DETAILS’ can be found at Annex
C.
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SCOPE OF PLAN
This should detail the scope of the product that the OMP covers (in entirety or partial)
and explain any exclusions that apply (including why they are excluded). Accurate
assessment of the scope is essential to ensure that objectives and requirements of the
plan are achieved. Defining the scope also provides a method of measuring that the
appropriate deliverable milestones are met from a capability perspective. Accurate
scoping will enable more accurate costing and also prevent requirements “creep”. The
Scope needs to be agreed between the customer and supplier and defined in the
contractual requirements


Full identification of the system
o

Hardware

o

Software

o

Support Services

o

Test Equipment



Detail of any part of the product that the plan doesn’t apply to and the reasons for the
exclusion(s))



Period that plan covers (particularly relevant if the contract does not run up to the Out of
Service Date-this must be specified)



Any equipment under warranty period should be included within the scope of the OMP.

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘SCOPE OF PLAN’ can be found at Annex D.
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION
The plan should be properly resourced to ensure that the activities detailed by the plan
can be undertaken and managed. The plan should include detail of the organisation and
individuals that will be/are responsible for the conduct of the activities listed by the plan.
It should include:


Detail of product’s OM management structure (this should include the industry partners
details if relevant)



Details of Accountabilities and responsibilities



OM Manager Competency Level



Means and frequency of OM communications and meetings

An organisational diagram can be useful in demonstrating the relationship between the
positions identified as can the inclusion of any relevant ‘Terms of Reference’ if
appropriate.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT
ORGANISATION’ can be found at Annex E.
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT IN DESIGN
The earlier in the Design process that consideration is given to the management of
components and their availability then the greater the chances are for optimised
availability through the Product Life cycle.
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The requirement to influence the design of the Product must be applied from the outset.
In the course of the design, the choice of materials, components, products, technologies
and interfaces should be made to minimise the risk to the Product in relation to future
Obsolescence. Factors such as changes to regulations which may affect the market,
investigating multiple sourcing, indications of discontinuance (Last Time Buy (LTB)
notices) and changes to technology (technology roadmaps) which result in component
Obsolescence should be considered.
A fundamental company approach to manage components at the Business level is
essential and the development of a Company Preferred Parts database which designers
select components for the design will provide the ethos to consider issues in the Design
Phase.

Figure 4 -Principles and Process for implementing a Company Parts Database

PMP – Parts Management Plan
OSR – Obsolescence Status Report
IORA – Initial Obsolescence Risk Analysis
PORA – Product Obsolescence Risk Analysis
LTB – Last Time Buy
PPL – Preferred Parts List
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Key Items to consider for selection of parts to be added to the database


Components selected that meet customer requirements.



Industry standard components (Consider component criticality when selecting COTS)



Open Architecture Systems



Performance



Life cycle cost



Reliability



Supportability



Sustainable Supply



Emerging technologies



Design reuse



Component currently in inventory



Preferred suppliers



Environmentally compliant (An Environmental Management Plan - EMP may be used to
manage legislative notices)



THIS MUST BE A CONTROLLED PROCESS

Benefits from implementing a Preferred Parts Database


Reduction of the proliferation of components, drawings and tooling



Reduction in qualification time



Increased reliability



Increased availability and life of preferred items



Reduced Cost of Ownership – Negotiated cost for larger quantities



Increased maintainability



Reduce maintenance by increased quality



Increased supportability

Components selection in the phases of Design
In the initial Systems Engineering phase then there are some essential decisions to be
made that impact not only the functionality of the System but also its supportability and in
some circumstances these are also seen as Obsolescence Management mitigation
planning.


Technology Transparency



Legislation



Modular Design



Backward compatibility planning



Use of preferred families of components
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Obsolescence is identified at the first design gate with an initial Obsolescence Risk
assessment and as the Design matures then the following should be considered to
minimise the Obsolescence Risk.


RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) Legislation



WEEE (Waste of Electrical, Electronic Equipment) Legislation



REACH (Restriction, Evaluation, Authorisation of Chemicals) Legislation



Obsolescence Monitoring (Predicted End of Life)



Planned System Upgrades



Use of Preferred Parts List (PPL)



Multiple Sourcing



Product Discontinuance Notice (PDN)



Last Time Buy



Design Review



Determine minimum and predetermined period of maintainability

Each Design gate has an Obsolescence Review built into the Process
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT IN
DESIGN’ can be found at Annex F.
RISK ASSESSMENT
The Risk Assessment along with the Resolution Process should form the basis of a
product’s OMP. It is the means of deriving the OM approach and provides the Operators
with the obsolescence health status of their product/project.
The recommended means of conducting the risk assessment is the use of the triplet of
Probability, Impact and Cost as described by IEC 62402:2007. With regards to the Risk
Assessment, the plan should include:


Detail of how risk assessment is to be conducted



Result of risk assessment (Risk Register)



Periodicity of reviews
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FIGURE 5 - HIGH LEVEL RISK ASSESSMENT PROCESS

STAGE 1 – PERFORM RISK ASSESSMENT
Each component within the BOM should be assessed against the following:
Probability
What is the probability of a component becoming obsolete and turning into an
obsolescence issue?
Impact
What is the operational impact of the obsolescence issue on the equipment’s function
and performance? It represents the potential loss of equipment’s availability or capability.
The Supplier will report to the Operator on the obsolescence risk status (OM Reporting)
to their equipment. This will then enable the Operators to assess the operational risk to
their Fields / Projects.
STAGE 2 – ASSESS RISK LEVEL
Once the Risk Assessment process has been completed, the components in the BOM
can be prioritised based on their obsolescence risk level. The key priority in managing
obsolescence is to deploy mitigation strategies to address the High risk components.
The next priority is to address the Medium risk components. The Low risk components
should be dealt with in a reactive way because it would not be cost-effective to put effort
into managing them proactively.
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High Risk (Red)
Full risk analysis required for these components. Mitigation strategies should be decided
accordingly.
Medium Risk (Amber)
The components contained in this category should be monitored, so that any
obsolescence issue can be managed proactively. The level of pro-activeness required to
deal with these components is at the discretion of the Obsolescence Manager.
Obviously, the level of effort required by these components is lower than the category
above.
Low Risk (Green)
For these components, a fully proactive approach is neither appropriate nor cost
effective. Therefore, it is advised for these components that obsolescence issues are
dealt with reactively.
STAGE 3 – MITIGATE CONCERNS
When an obsolescence concern has been identified, it will be mitigated using the
following defined resolution methods:
Perform Risk Assessment
When a risk assessment identifies an obsolescence risk, but there are still uncertainties
or timescales are unclear, then a more frequent, detailed and thorough evaluation of
obsolescence risk is performed. This process will more fully examine the probability,
impact and resolution costs with further criteria to fully understand likelihood and impact
of obsolescence. This allows more informed decisions to be made.
Examples of ‘Further Criteria’ to more fully define and understand the level of risk include
(but is not limited to):


Security of Supply
o

Number of Suppliers

o

Number of Users

o

Frequency of Design Changes

o

Reliability of Current Supply

o

Mean Time Between Demands



Stock Levels vs. Remaining Requirement



Lifecycle Stage of Component



Changes in regulation that may affect the component



Is it a safety critical component?



Is it a critical component for the equipment capability?



Number of items in the system



Complexity of Component



Ease of replacement (modular).
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Design Considerations
The requirement to influence the design of the equipment should not only be applied
from the outset of the product, but also during any upgrades or redesigns. The choice of
materials, components and interfaces should be made in order to minimize the risk of
obsolescence. Factors such as changes to regulations which may affect the market,
investigating multiple sourcing, indications of discontinuance (Last Time Buy (LTB)
notices) and changes to technology which result in component obsolescence should be
considered.
Technology Transparency
This design methodology depends on the specification of interfaces. It is particularly
relevant to modular equipment and COTS items where the individual module or
component can be substituted (where the fit, form and function is maintained) provided
that its interfaces are completely specified.
Obsolescence Monitoring
This involves tracking the processes, materials and components used in the equipment
design in order to ascertain the current and predicted availability of components. It
utilises either automatic processes (using an OM Tool) or manually monitoring the
obsolescence status of components by engagement with the manufacturer / supplier.
This process of continuous monitoring will allow timely notification of changes to
obsolescence status.
Planned System Upgrade
This option involves predetermining points during the product’s life at which the design of
all, or components, of the equipment will be brought up to date and obsolete items
replaced. These upgrades should be synchronized with capability upgrades which can
enhance the requirement that the product is designed to satisfy. The equipment
upgrade programme should take into account the need to minimize life cycle costs.
Risk Mitigation Buy
The procurement of items sufficient to support the product throughout its life cycle, or
until the next planned system upgrade, to reduce an identified obsolescence risk to a
product.
Note. Examples of Risk Mitigation Buys are: Life Time Buy, Life of Type Buy and Bridge
Buy
Die Banking
This option is relevant to semiconductors. Die banking has become a low cost, effective
solution to guarantee component supply for long product life programs. Die Banking
supplies and stores die in controlled conditions until the wafers (raw die) are cut into
individual die for final packaging and test. With the component cost at its most basic
level, package flexibility becomes a viable option, also allowing for current product date
codes (when stored correctly, silicon will not have any wear-out mechanism).
Authorised Continuing Manufacturer
This solution provides a continuing supply of components that are identical to the original
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manufacturer components in all aspects apart from manufacturer and manufacturing
locations. This involves engaging with solution providers who can manufacture
components using the original technology and Intellectual Property (IP) for assembly,
testing and where necessary future diffusion of devices using agreements with silicon
foundries that are able to continue manufacturing old silicon technologies.
STAGE 4 – RESOLVE CURRENT ISSUES
When an obsolescence issue has been identified, it will be resolved using the following
defined resolution methods. Any resolution identified should include backward
compatibility considerations. They should be investigated in order as the first definition
is the most cost effective resolution method with Major Redesign being the most
expensive.
Existing Stock
An item that is owned within the supply chain and that can be allocated to the product. It
includes the cases in which the stock is already owned by the customer, contractor or it
needs to be purchased from a distributor. The stock may be stored under a legacy or
alias identity requiring cross-reference or translation between for example an OCM’s part
number, distributor’s stock code, or an OEM’s material number.
Last Time Buy
As a result of a product discontinuance notice, the procurement of items sufficient to
support the life cycle of the product or until the next planned technology upgrade.
Note: The Last Time Buy is a reactive resolution, as opposed to a Risk Mitigation Buy,
which is not triggered by a discontinuance notice.
Reclamation (Cannibalisation)
The use of an item found in surplus equipment or equipment beyond economical repair.
This equipment may or may not be already owned by the customer or contractor and
therefore its service life and state of repair, may or may not be known.
Equivalent
An item which is functionally, parametrically and technically interchangeable (form, fit,
function and finish). The use of an equivalent will never, under any circumstances,
require requalification testing but may require some level of testing to ascertain that the
component is truly equivalent. In the case that requalification testing may be required;
the resolution should be regarded as an Alternative.
Alternative
An item whose performance may be different from that specified for one or more reasons
(e.g., quality or reliability level, tolerance, parametric, temperature range). This category
includes any FFF replacement that requires fit-for-purpose and/or requalification testing.
Authorised Aftermarket
An item is available on the market but not from the original manufacturer or supplier
(typically finished goods provided by licensed sources).
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Emulation
A manufacturing process that produces a substitute form, fit and function, and interface
(F3I) item for the unobtainable item. Microcircuit emulation can replicate with state-of-the
art devices that emulate the original and can be manufactured and supplied on demand.
Redesign
If no other resolution is cost effective, the equipment may need to be redesigned to
accept alternative components (e.g., a new layout of a circuit board). A full new design
may be necessary to completely replace the obsolete component if a partial redesign is
not cost effective. The cost for redesign can include TRL assessment, requalification,
engineering, programme management, integration, and testing. Redesign can be further
broken down into categories, e.g. minor (board re-layout) and major (board
replacement).
RISK REGISTER
All assessments and decisions made MUST be recorded in an Obsolescence Risk
Register
Once the decisions about the level of proactiveness have been made and mitigation
strategies have been decided for all the components (where applicable), they need to be
recorded and implemented. A risk register has to be kept up to date and periodically,
assessments need to be reviewed and updated.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘RISK ASSESSMENT’ can be found at Annex
G.
OBSOLESCENCE MONITORING
If a proactive OM approach is being used it would be essential that a form of
obsolescence monitoring activity is implemented. This can range from referring to
technology roadmaps to component monitoring tools. The critical element is the
availability of high quality components information so that Obsolescence analysis and
mitigation is based on a sound foundation. Whilst it is possible to manually manage this
information for products it would be a time consuming activity with likelihood of the status
of components availability changing before the analysis is complete.
There are three types of Obsolescence Monitoring:


Component Tool Monitoring



Manual Component Monitoring



Supplier/Manufacturer Monitoring

COMPONENT TOOL MONITORING
There are a number of suppliers who provide analytical tool solutions that take the
content data of components and manage the Components Lists/Bills of Material to
produce reports either in tabular or graph formats.
Full availability of the status of a part /component to generate the overall assessment of
an assembly/system is essential. For electronic components there are 2 sources of
information to make a life prediction against,
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Actual information supplied by the manufacturer and maintained through the manufacturer
releasing status change information. This is done through Product Change Notices
(PCN), End of Life Notices(EOL),Last Time Buy(LTB) and Design Change Notices(DCN)



Where actual data is unavailable from the manufacturer then an algorithm is used to
predict the maturity rating (EAI 724 is the most recognised algorithm).

There is also parts data available for Electro-mechanical and Fixings and Fasteners from
3rd party vendors that should be used in the OM assessment.
Example of system generated reports from a Component Monitoring Tool.

Further detailed report examples can be found in Annex H. Report format and product
indenture levels are to be agreed between Operator and Supplier
OM tools allow the import of flat components lists or tree structured / indentured Bills of
Material from either a direct interface, excel spreadsheet, de-limited file etc. The
components are then loaded against the components content information with the
generation of a report as can be seen in the examples above. Reporting can be defined
to suit the user’s requirement and changes in status communicated by an
“Obsolescence Management Obsolescence Management Alert” notification process.
Most systems only manage electronic/electro-mechanical and fasteners and fixings,
however there are some with the capability to handle all types of components including
COTS assemblies and customer drawn items.
The key component data available from a tool includes:


Manufacturers Part Number & Revision (where applicable)



Description



Life Cycle maturity of the component



Alternatives
o

FFF

o

Upgrade

o

Downgrade



Local Part numbers (design and manufacturer organisation)



Parametric information of the component



Specifications (International and local)



Chemical Properties



Stock information
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Shelf Life



Cost



Counterfeiting notifications

MANUAL COMPONENT MONITORING
For those components not managed by a Component Monitoring Tool, the obsolescence
status is established by web mining and direct manufacture contact either by a 3rd party
or by the Supplier Obsolescence Team. This information can be recorded in a
Component Monitoring Tool for report generation purposes and possible future
management.
SUPPLIER MONITORING
Management of the supplier and/or manufacturers is achieved through the
implementation of an Approved Manufactures Listing (AML) or Approved Vendors Listing
(AVL) that monitors the status of those manufacturers of components the product choses
to include in the design. This will include a history of manufacturer of a component (for
example Phillips sold a significant part of the semi-conductor manufacture to VISHAY)
and this trail is a key aspect of managing the component.
With regards to obsolescence monitoring, the OMP should give;


Detail of level that monitoring will be conducted (assy, component etc.)



Detail of who will be doing the monitoring



Detail of how the monitoring will be conducted (tool, process etc.)



Detail of how the results will be communicated (means & frequency)

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘OBSOLESCENCE MONITORING’ can be
found at Annex H.

RESOLUTION PROCESS
The resolution process can be viewed as the means of delivering the output from all the
other activities contained in the plan. This is where the benefit of an OM programme is
realised and is therefore a key part of the OMP.
It should detail what happens when an obsolescence issue, or concern, is identified,
including


Who is responsible for identifying obsolescence issues?



How is the issue communicated and to whom (means and timescale)?



Who assesses impact of obsolescence issue?



How is this assessment conducted?



Who identifies the mitigating options?



Who selects the mitigation option to be implemented?



Who decides when the mitigation option is to be implemented?
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The OM programme should have no detrimental impact on the products operational
programme. The resolution process must therefore be clear on where the responsibility
lies for identification, analysis and resolution. It should also consider the
responsibilities/authority for rolling up solutions to meet known upgrades or opportunities
to resolve other known issues that may arise in the future, (e.g. if a component on a
board is being replaced to mitigate an obsolescence issue, it may be prudent to change
other components that have known or suspected obsolescence issues at the same
time). It may also be prudent to delay or bring forward the implementation of resolutions
to meet planned maintenance routines or tech updates/upgrades etc. however it should
be clear who determines the timing of the resolution implementation and what is to be
done during it.
A flowchart can be useful in explaining the order of activity and the responsibilities for
each step in the process.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘RESOLUTION PROCESS’ can be found at
Annex I.
SUPPLIER ARRANGEMENTS
If the OM activity is being cascaded through the Supply Chain then it will be necessary to
instigate arrangements with suppliers to ensure that they are conducting the appropriate
level of OM activity.
The plan should provide details of arrangements with suppliers, specifying if these are
contractual requirements or requests (including means and frequency of
communication). There should be a clear understanding of the responsibility for
resolution of OM issues and concerns.
If monitoring activity is being undertaken down the Supply Chain, it is important to
ensure that the communications chain is reporting a notification of any occurrence and
the subsequent decision making process in addressing the occurrence, is effective
enough to provide the appropriate time to respond (i.e. the time taken to pass
information up and down the Supply Chain does not impact on the options available to
address the obsolescence issue(s)).
When selecting a supplier then the capability to manage obsolescence to the end
customer’s requirement should be reflected as part of the selection process.
Key points to consider when selecting a supplier


Is there a culture within the supplier for addressing OM



Is there an appointed OM responsibility



If the supplier uses other suppliers are they versed in the OM requirements of the end
customer



Does the supplier have the following
o

OM Process

o

OM Policy

o

OM Strategy

o

OM Plan

o

OM tool for identifying risk maturity
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o

Recognition of the impact of legislation

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘SUPPLIER ARRANGEMENTS’ can be found
at Annex J.
OM REPORTING
Standard Reports
A series of Standard Reports have defined for the Operators to show the Operators the
obsolescence health status of the equipment that has been delivered to them by an
individual supplier. Importantly, these reports articulate the status of the equipment
delivered by a supplier as opposed to a field or asset report.
The process will be that the Operator will have an overview of equipment delivered by
the supplier. The Operator will have the option of drilling down to more detail on
equipment that will have a higher risk, or will have particular interest to the Operator.
Once the obsolescence health has been reviewed, there is the option for the Operator to
view the location of the equipment that he is interested in.
There will be three reports.


Supplier Obsolescence Activity Report



Supplier Obsolescence Status Report.
o



The above reports will be issued to the Operator every six months. These reports
will be issued preferably by the end of March and September of each Calendar
Year, these dates need to be agreed during contract negotitians.

Obsolescence Management Alert
o

This will be issued on an ad-hoc basis as described in Annex K.

OM MEETINGS
Periodic Meetings
A formal ‘Obsolescence Review Meeting’ will be held between Operator and Supplier
every [period of time as agreed between Operator and Supplier]
. The purpose of these meetings will be to review


current obsolescence issues



obsolescence issues that require funded resolutions



obsolescence issues resolved in the last reporting period



obsolescence concerns mitigated in the past [period of time as agreed between Operator
and Supplier]



future concerns that require funded mitigation.

OM OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT ALERT
An ‘OM Obsolescence Management Alert’ is when a supplier informs an operator of
high risk obsolescence issue or concern that cannot wait until next scheduled review for
funding decision e.g. short LTB notification.
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OM Emergency Meeting
In the instance where an obsolescence issue or concern has been identified by the
receipt of an ‘OM Obsolescence Management Alert’, the Supplier or Operator can
instigate an OM Emergency Meeting.
This meeting is only convened when the impact of an obsolescence issue or concern
has been established and urgent action is required that, if left to the next periodic
Obsolescence Review Meeting, it will have a detrimental impact to the availability and/or
the through life costs of maintaining the equipment.
OM REPORTS
The supplier shall produce Obsolescence Status Reports. The format of these reports
can be found in Annex K.
OM FORUM
OM Forum is a possible future process – not a current requirement
An ‘OM Forum’ is the OM community within Operators and Suppliers who each have the
responsibility to respond to OM Obsolescence Management Obsolescence Management
Alert on behalf of their company.
A notification of an obsolescence issue or concern which is received by one Operator
from their supplier should be promulgated around all Operators / Suppliers within JIP to
establish if there is a risk to their own equipment. Each member of the ‘OM Forum’ can
then assess (or ask supplier to assess) the impact on their equipment of the OM
Obsolescence Management Alert.
If one notification of an obsolescence issue or concern affects more than one Operator,
the OM Forum can be a vehicle where Operators can investigate possibility of
collaborating on common risk and common resolutions.
‘OM Forum’ can be a virtual community who may wish to meet periodically.
There should be a process to pass this information around the JIP members.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘OM REPORTING’ can be found at Annex L.
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PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE DIAGRAM
Throughout the equipment lifecycle, there will be points when the equipment will
undertake periodic upgrades and/or significant redesigns. These can occur at any point
during the product lifecycle and the timetable for these events should be clearly
understood.

Product Upgrade – A product upgrade should either be instigated by a capability
upgrade or an obsolescence upgrade
Significant Redesign or Upgrade – This can be a significant change to the equipment
instigated by a change in required capability or technology refresh (as a result of
significant obsolescence).
The obsolescence status of the equipment should be clearly understood at all of these
points. The obsolescence risk should be analysed and any obsolescence mitigation or
resolution should be implemented at these points. For example, if a Risk Mitigation Buy
or Last Time Buy is being recommended, the quantity required should align with the next
scheduled Product Upgrade or Significant Redesign.
The obsolescence health of equipment, plotted over a timeline as shown in OM
Reporting, can be a driver for these upgrades during the product lifecycle. It is the aim
of this OMP element to align the planned upgrades with the obsolescence health of the
equipment and this should be clearly articulated.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE DIAGRAM’ can be
found at Annex L.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Important Note - Calculating ‘Cost Avoidance’ achieved by implementing a proactive
Obsolescence Management strategy will become a requirement at a later release of the
Specification / Recommended Practice document. It is not a requirement at this stage.
This is information only of a future requirement.
Regardless of whether an OM programme is run by the Operator, Supplier, or as a
partnership between both, the cost of conducting an OM programme can involve
considerable expense. It should be able to demonstrate that the cost of the programme
will be offset by the cost avoidance of undertaking the activity.
In order to justify the expense of the OM programme, it is necessary to measure the
performance of the plan (and therefore the programme). The plan should specify how
the performance of the plan is to be assessed, specifically:


Details of how performance will be measured.



Detail of how metrics used (who is to capture them and how they will be captured)



Detail on reporting of performance information

An example of a typical OMP element for ‘PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT’ can be
found at Annex M.
PLAN TRANSITION
If the plan does not cover to the end of field life for the equipment, it must state how it is
intended to manage obsolescence at the end of the current plan. This is also applicable
if the support of the equipment is being transferred to another supplier. The plan for the
transition should also include issues such as data ownership etc.
An example of a typical OMP element for ‘PLAN TRANSITION’ can be found at Annex
N.
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16.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE DOCUMENT ANNEXES
Each of the annexes to the Recommended Practice Document, describe a robust
process for each of the elements of an Obsolescence Management Plan that are
required within the Joint Operator Specification for Obsolescence Management.
The purpose is for a supplier who is developing an Obsolescence Management Plan for
a product to take each of recommended processes that are within the Annexes and to
adapt them to meet the specifics of the organisation / product for which the OMP is being
written.
Using this method, if the core design of the processes are maintained, or improved upon,
then the result will be a fully proactive OMP which will then be fully complaint against the
requirements set upon the supplier by the Joint Operator Specification.
It is entirely appropriate for a Supplier to adopt another proven process. Clearly,
any adopted process must follow the principles set out in this document, the
Annexes and ultimately must comply with the Joint Operator Specification and
IEC 62402:2007.
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17.

ANNEX A -

OMP OBJECTIVES

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
This Obsolescence Management Plan (OMP) has been prepared in response to the
requirements set in the Joint Operator Specification – Obsolescence Management for
Subsea Control systems.
The purpose of the Joint Operator Specification is to define the pro-active Obsolescence
Management process as it applies to subsea production control systems and detail
minimum subsea equipment supplier requirements to manage the risk of obsolescence.
The purpose of the OMP is to ensure that a feasible and cost-effective obsolescence
approach for the product is identified, implemented and controlled. The primary driver is
to maintain the products for the duration of their in-service life.
The aim of this OMP is to provide an overview of the product obsolescence management
process that will be implemented as part of the programme. The initial objective is to
ensure that obsolescence is considered from the outset of the programme. The followon objective is to provide a comprehensive obsolescence service as part of a [insert Life
of Field contract details].
These requirements, and hence the OMP processes are applicable during the different
phases of the complete product life cycle:

Concept and definition



Design and development



Manufacturing



Installation



Operation and maintenance



Long term support and sustainability throughout the product lifecycle
o

Stock & sparing philosophy



Decommissioning



Disposal

Understanding the need to plan for obsolescence reduces the risk of the PRODUCT
capability being compromised through lack of continued support by putting in place
mitigation strategies. The key to the success of this OMP is to focus on aspects of the
PRODUCT equipment that are:


Critical in terms of impacting on capability,



Likely to occur during its life,



Costly to resolve once obsolescence occurs.
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18.

ANNEX B -

DOCUMENT DETAILS

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
This section should follow defined corporate document configuration control processes.
The following is an example of the information that should be contained in this section:


Name of Document



Document Reference Number



Document Version Number



Date of Document



Author of Document



Owner of Document



Record of Referenced Documents



Table of Contents
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19.

ANNEX C -

PRODUCT DETAILS

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
This is a brief description of the product identifying:


Name of Product



Contract Number/Order (can be an internal number/reference)



Product Description



Product dependencies list



Life of Field contract arrangements – identification of the support contract details for this
product that will aid the assessment of the OMP in relation to the overarching support
contract and what is contracted for.



Customer



Parent Child relationships
o



Next level in the product/component breakdown structure (either upwards or
downwards)

Recording of any serial numbers, if applicable, for existing equipment (this will aid
configuration management)
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20.

ANNEX D -

SCOPE OF PLAN

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
Defines the full scope of what the OMP covers and any exclusions:


Product/Period the OMP relates to as defined in the Contract/Plan



System definition
o

List of Modules included in the scope


Hardware



Software



Support Services



Test Equipment



Strategic approach being adopted for the product



Responsibility and approach to manage the supply chain



Equipment Service Schedules



Exclusions itemised
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21.

ANNEX E -

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
The Obsolescence Management organisation, roles and responsibilities to support
[product name] is outlined below. The Obsolescence Team will dedicate effort to
monitor specific ‘at risk’ items and provide advice and guidance to the Operator on all
matters concerning obsolescence concerns and issues regarding the equipment.

1st Project team for
the duration of the
project

Operator

Lines of communication to
Operator

Product Program
Manager

Product
Obsolescence
Manager

2nd Through life of
Field / Service
support!

Support

Commercial

Purchasing

Obsolescence
Engineer

Design

Inventory

Product Obsolescence Manager
Duties


Responsible for management of obsolescence issues within a product



The development and delivery of the Obsolescence Management Plan and its
maintenance and review



Responsible for the initial risk assessment and subsequent status changes and the
ongoing Obsolescence Status reports.



Alignment and coherence of the OMP with Design and Program updates / redesign plans
of the Product



The strategic recommendations for dealing with Obsolescence in a Product



Ensuring that the complete product or sub system has been considered within the Product
OM Risk analysis and formally issued



Management of OM contractual issues between Operators and Supplier.
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Chairing OM reviews



Determine the requirement for OM training and awareness within the Product/Organisation

Obsolescence Manager Competency Requirements
Background / Experience
A technical/engineering work experience is fundamental to ensuring an understanding of
the requirements for design, manufacture and support.
Competency


Knowledge and understanding of Product Lifecycles and the phases of a life cycle
including detailed understanding of the design process and reviews.



Knowledge and Understanding of the Product being managed.



Capable of developing an OM process for cross business awareness and implementation



Has received some formal OM training that covers all the requirements for OM including
o

Governance

o

Policy

o

Strategy

o

Obsolescence Management Plan

o

Supply Chain

o

Business integration

o

OM Management

o

Pro-active vs. Reactive OM

o

Risk Management



Working understanding of how OM tools enable Pro-active OM and enable company and
customer reporting



Implications of OM across the supply chain



Knowledge of Sourcing options



Can advise the business on OM and the benefits



Produce Cost avoidance analysis.

Product Program Manager


Appointing an OM Manager or someone responsible for OM within the Product



Ensuring OM is practised throughout the Product’s Lifecycle



Provide availability of appropriate budgets to manage and resolve OM issues



Cognisance of OM in Product upgrades

Operator


Provision of Requirement Specification to manage OM for a Product/Project /Asset to the
supplier



Place “Life of Field” contracts with suppliers
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o

Set appropriate “Trigger” points for Supplier resolution and escalation to
Operator(s)



Ensure Supplier compliance to contracts



On ongoing projects, communication will go through a project to the operator

Obsolescence Engineer


Day to day monitoring and reporting of OM issues and concerns
o

First level analysis of risk and mitigation

o

Recording all assessments and decisions in product OM risk register

o

Ensuring OM status Obsolescence Management Obsolescence Management Alert
are managed

o

Producing OM reports as contracted or required



Ensure that new components introduced into the supplier’s database are approved for an
agreed level of availability for both time, legislation and manufacturing.



Work across the supply chain to assist in the identification and resolution of an OM
issues/concerns and record the appropriate action taken.

Commercial


Accepting/agreeing with the Operators the contractual requirements for Obsolescence
Management



Agreeing any appropriate KPI’s with the Operators in respect to OM resolutions and cost
avoidance



Flowing the contractual conditions into their Company’s Products.

Purchasing


Negotiating with tier suppliers to ensure the requirements for OM is flowed down and
defined within the terms and conditions included in the placement of purchase orders. This
should include
o

OM Management

o

Recognition of any ITAR issues (or other Import /Export rules)

o

Identification of Minerals from areas of “conflict”

o

Minerals mined in conditions of armed conflict and human rights abuses with
profits from the sale of these minerals finance fighting. Examples of minerals
being: cassiterite, wolframite, coltan, and gold.

o

These minerals are widely used in electronics

o

Legislation such as RoHS and REACH



Include OM in Vendor Selection



Components and parts that are to be procured are not already obsolete and unavailable



Knowledge of approved “aftermarket” sources
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Inventory


Provisioning and management of stock and potential stock in accordance with the
Product(s) OMP and compliance to the Suppliers OM Policy.



Reporting any counterfeiting suspicions iaw SAE AS5553 (if applicable)



Informing the OM management of any shelf life issues that affect availability from an OM
perspective

Design


Selection of parts to be used in the development and life of a product, including availability
checking for obsolescence at the point of selecting a part. Normally the Design Authority
(DA) has sole responsibility for approving any change in a product and ensuring continued
capability of the product to perform within the existing (or enhanced) parameters (this
includes software).



Maintain configuration control reflecting any changes caused by resolving an OM
issue/concern.



Approval of an OM status report for the appropriate Product Lifecycle Management gates.



Responsible for ensuring that any change to a product, from an obsolescence perspective,
is addressed under TRL, can be fully assembled and tested to the required standards. All
test equipment is available and suitably certified to meet the products requirements.



Work as part of a company team on optimising mitigation of Obsolescence
issues/concerns.

Support


Liaison with the other functional units in reaching a resolution agreement that is practical
to support once a product has been delivered.



Maintain Failure rates and consumption of spares as an input to managing the total
considerations when an Obsolescence issue/concern is identified.



Advising the Obsolescence Manager of deployed configurations for a project so that a
complete understanding of the impact can be derived (dependent on a support contract
being in place).



Returned products fault analysis and subsequent repair analysis for use in assessing OM.



Maintaining documentation to support the configuration of a project and or asset
(dependent on a support contract being in place).



2nd Through Life of Field Service Support
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22.

ANNEX F -

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT IN DESIGN

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element
It is essential to consider Obsolescence at all phases of the lifecycle and as the project
passes through each “gate”. The earlier this is undertaken then the less Obsolescence
Risk and Mitigation will be incurred later in the Project lifecycle. This is an example of a
design / product life cycle with Obsolescence Management review points. A similar
diagram for the equipment being managed should be produced to show OM within
design gate reviews.

IORA – Initial Obsolescence Risk Assessment
OMP – Obsolescence Management Plan
PMP – Parts Management Plan
PORA – Product Obsolescence Risk Assessment
OSR – Obsolescence Status Report



Key information necessary to manage:
o

Component Maturity level (length of availability)

o

Components Status (Available, Last time Buy, End of Life etc.)

o

Multi Source

o

Form Fit Function Alternatives

o

Meets current and known legislative requirements

o

Cost

o

Lead Time

o

Minimum Order Quantity

o

Shelf Life implications

o

Component or sub-assembly revision control (where applicable)
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The process for managing this follows the same methodology used in preparation for a
Design Review and the same as the considerations for an Engineering Change Review.
Below is an example of a template that provides the recording of key information. This
should be used to identify an OM risk and subsequent recommendations which should
be presented as part of each Design review if appropriate.
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Design Review Obsolescence Risk
Analysis
Obs
Risk?
Component/
Project

Design
Description Phase

part

Yes

No

Reason

Mitigation

Responsibility

Functions
Design
Obsolescence
Man.
Manufacture
Procurement
Estimating
Support
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Brief Outline of Issues

Options Considered

Cost
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23.

ANNEX G -

RISK ASSESSMENT

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

1. Obsolescence Risk Assessment Process
The top level process flow diagram is shown in Figure 6. This process is described as
follows.

Step 1: System Support Plan Assessment
Step 2: Resources Planning
Step 3: Extract and Filter Bill of Materials
Step 4: Risk Analysis for each Component
Step 5: Components Prioritisation and Mitigation Decisions
Step 6: Risk Register Update
Step 7: Review

Figure 6 Obsolescence Risk Assessment Process

The activities required for the core steps (3 to 5) are outlined as a flowchart in Figure 7.
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Extract BOM

Filter out low
complexity components

List of components
to be removed

Yes

No

List of components to
be risk assessed

No. of
maunufacturers

Yes

Design Authority and Repairing
Supervisor to check if any is
critical for operation

Stock availability vs
consumption rate

Years to End of Life

No

Components to be
managed reactively

Operational Impact
Criticality

Probability

Low Risk
Risk Assessment

High Risk

Prioritised List

Decide obsolescence mitigation
approach for each component

Figure 7 Obsolescence Risk Assessment Process Core Steps

Step 1: System Support Plan Assessment
The first step should be to consider the time for which the system has to be sustained. It
is necessary to take into account the planning for mid-life upgrades and also what
subsystems are likely to be modified or replaced at this stage. This will allow identifying
the period for which each component in the bill of materials (BoM) is required.
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Step 2: Resources Planning
This step in the process is intended to identify the resources available to manage
obsolescence that can be allocated to the project:


People (e.g. obsolescence managers)



Tools (e.g. obsolescence monitoring tools)



Budget for obsolescence management

As these resources are limited, the obsolescence risk assessment should enable to
decide the key components for which these resources should be used to minimise the
impact of obsolescence in the system’s performance and sustainment costs.
At this stage it is necessary to align the resources with the strategy selected to meet the
contractual terms for obsolescence management.
Step 3: Extract and Filter Bill of Materials
The first activity should be to break down the system or equipment into manageable
portions. The level of detail to go down to should be the lowest practical level, which is at
the discretion of the Obsolescence Manager. Most obsolescence issues are being
experienced at the component level. Therefore, it is suggested that the full bill of
materials (BoM) should be extracted from the system to the component level.
From the BoM, the Obsolescence Manager should filter out the obvious low risk
components. This will allow reducing efforts that can be misspent if trying to undertake
an exhaustive risk assessment for every component in the BoM. Any components that
meet any of the following criteria should be filtered out:


Standard design



Standard connectors (modular)



Passive



More than 5 years to end of life (YTEOL)

The list of removed items should be reviewed by the Design Authority, the Repairing
Supervisor and/or Program Manager to check if any component is critical for operation.
Step 4: Risk Analysis for each Component
The obsolescence risk for each component in the filtered BoM should be assessed
according to the following parameters:
a. Probability of becoming obsolete and turning into an obsolescence issue.
This can be assessed considering the level of stock available for that project, compared
with the consumption rate, and either the number of manufacturers available or the
number of years to end of life of the component (whichever information is readily
available).


Number of manufacturers available
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Single  High



Two  Medium



More than two  Low

Years to End of Life (YTEOL)


Less than 2 years  High



Between 2 and 5 years  Medium



More than 5 years  Low

Stock available vs. Consumption rate


Low stock & High consumption rate  High [If low component cost and easy to store and
short lead time  Medium]



Low stock & Low consumption rate OR High stock & High consumption rate  Medium



High stock & Low consumption rate  Low

b. Impact Criticality of the obsolescence issue on the system’s functioning and performance. It represents
the potential loss of system’s availability or capability.


Safety critical  High



Capability critical  Medium



None of the above  Low

The criticality level has to be assessed at either the assembly level or component level,
depending on the type of system for which the BoM is been analysed.
Step 5: Components Prioritisation and Mitigation Decisions
For each component, the number of sources available or YTEOL, and the comparison
between stock available and consumption rate will indicate the probability of having an
obsolescence issue, as shown in the following risk matrix (Figure 8). In the case that
both, the number of sources available and the YTEOL, are readily available, the level of
risk for that axis shall be the highest of them.
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Figure 8 Probability Matrix

Probability

The Probability can then be combined with the Operational Impact Criticality to
determine the obsolescence risk for that component, using the risk matrix shown in
Figure 9.

OBSOLESCENCE RISK

Medium

High

Very
High

Medium Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High

High

Low

Operational
Impact Criticality

Figure 9 Obsolescence Risk Matrix
Once the process has been followed for all the components in the filtered BoM, they can
be ranked based on their obsolescence risk level. The key priority in managing
obsolescence is to deploy mitigation strategies to address the Very High risk
components. The next priority is to address the High risk components. The Low risk
components should be dealt with in a reactive way because it would not be cost-effective
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to put effort into managing them proactively. The analysis of resources available, carried
out in Step 2, will inform the decision that should be made regarding the level of
proactiveness to deal with the Medium risk components.


Very High / High Obsolescence Risk (Red)
A pro-active approach will need to be implemented. These components should receive
paramount attention, and mitigation strategies should be deployed to reduce the
probability and impact that obsolescence issues may have in the system. Examples of
mitigation strategies are as follows.


Design Considerations



Technology Transparency



Partnering Agreements with Suppliers



Obsolescence Monitoring



Planned System Upgrades



Risk Mitigation Buy



Authorised continuing manufacture

Very High OM risk should be first priority if asset location is in a high risk / high mitigation
cost / high resolution cost area.


Medium Obsolescence Risk (Amber)
A pro-active approach will need to be implemented. The level of proactiveness required
to deal with these components is at the discretion of the Obsolescence Manager.
Obviously, the level of effort required by these components is lower than the category
above.



Low Obsolescence Risk (Green)
For these components, a fully proactive approach is neither appropriate nor cost
effective. Therefore, it is advised for these components that obsolescence issues are
dealt with reactively.

Step 6: Risk Register Update
Once the decisions about the level of proactiveness have been made and mitigation
strategies have been decided for all the components (where applicable), they need to be
recorded and implemented. A risk register has to be kept up to date, providing for each
component in the BoM the following information:


Current Status (obsolete or not)



Period for which the component is required



Risk Level



Details about all the parameters considered in Risk Assessment (e.g. Number of
manufacturers, YTEOL, Operational Impact Criticality, Consumption rate, Stock available)



Mitigation Strategies decided (e.g. risk mitigation buy, monitoring, partnering agreements
with supplier)



Resolution Approach decided (in the case that it is an obsolescence issue)
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An example of an Obsolescence Risk Register is shown in example below.

Figure 10 - OM risk register example

Step 7: Review
Periodically, the assessment needs to be reviewed and updated if necessary. It is
suggested to review it every six months for projects at the manufacturing stage
(manufacturing phase is not completed yet) and on a yearly basis for project at the
support stage (manufacturing phase is already completed). This periodicity will be
subject to agreement between Operator and Supplier.
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24.

ANNEX H -

OBSOLESCENCE MONITORING

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

COMPONENT TOOL MONITORING
This is the process that provides the initial analysis for investigation and through this
capability the continuous management of obsolescence at any level of a project.
The source Parts List /BOM comes from the local users system where they are managed
and the data imported to an Obsolescence Management Tool for analysis.
The minimum data needed is the Manufacturers Part number, other data such as the
manufacturer adds levels of granularity. As well as the Manufacturers Part Number it is
recommended that local part number(s) are included as this provides ‘where used’
analysis.
The listings can be imported through a number of methods but the most common is
through an Excel spreadsheet with a template constructed in the OM tool to accept the
components list data that the user wants to import. The import is normally handle by an
automated process and is a fairly quick process subject to the size of the components
list.
Example of a components list for import
MPN

Description

ADR02ARZ-REEL7

ADR02AR 5V voltage reference 0.1%

ADR02ARZ-REEL
INA148UA

Inst. amp. Common-Mode SO-8

INA337AIDGKTG4

Inst. amp. Hi Temp MSOP-8

INA337AIDGKR
INA337AIDGKT
LM2675MX-ADJ/NOPB

Simple switcher 1A SO-8

LM2903DRG4

Dual comparator SO-8

LM2903DR
LM2903DT
LM317LMX/NOPB

Regulator adj. SO-8

LM4132CMF-2.5

Voltage ref. 2.5V SOT23-5

LM4132CMF-4.1

Voltage ref. 4.1V SOT23-5
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LP3965ESX-ADJ/NOPB

Regulator 1,5A TO-263

OPA2333AIDRG4

Dual Op. Amp. R-R SO-8

OPA2333AID
SP000255450

Low Drop Volt Tracker 50mA

TLE6368G2

CPU Power Supply PG-DSO-36-26

MANUAL COMPONENT MONITORING
For those items that the tool cannot match to information held within it, this will produce a
list of unmatched items. It is then the Obsolescence Manager’s role to undertake an
investigation through contacting the manufacturers himself, or web mining for
information, to obtain the maturity status of a component. This information is then added
into the Component Monitoring Tool for consolidated reporting.
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Example of a components analysis report

Blue – Unknown
Red -Obsolete
Yellow – Available but single source
Green – Available with multi - source

SUPPLIER MONITORING
For those items that are reported through the component management system,
including the manual additions, then an Approved Manufacturer Listing (AML) is
reported by the tool. Suppliers should then use this AML as the basis for
selection of new parts/components from a qualified source. Maintenance of the
AML is important as manufacturers either change or go out of business in the
same way that a component becomes obsolete.
Management of Obsolescence issues
Normally referred to as “Case” management where the responsible OM
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resource will analyse and record recommendations on the addressing of an OM
issue or concern, this information can be shared with appropriate users within
an organisation and forms an audit trail for decisions. This is also, beneficial to
sharing cost and mitigations with other projects and products in an organisation.
Some obsolescence management tool sets have the capability to manage
“cases”.
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25.

ANNEX I

-

RESOLUTION PROCESS

OBSOLESCENCE RESOLUTION PROCESS

Request more
information from
originator

Yes

Is more
information
required?

Issue / Concern not
applicable – no
further action

No

No

Notification of Issue
or Concern

Validate Issue or
Concern

Is Issue or
Concern
Validated?

Yes

SUPPLIER

START

Is FFF
replacement
available?

Implement FF
replacement

Yes

Is requal
required?

RESOLVED

No

No

Identify Resolution
Options

Yes
Implement original
proposal

Collaborate &
implement
collective resolution

Notify Operator of
Resolution Options
No

No

More cost effective
resolution identified?

OPERATOR

Operator review
options

Yes

Yes

Inform Supplier of
alternative
resolution

Send an OM Alert to
OM Forum

Does Operator agree
resolution?
Sending information to OM Forum is a
POSSIBLE FUTURE PROCESS.
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26.

ANNEX J -

SUPPLIER ARRANGEMENTS

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

The Supply Chain understanding of the Obsolescence Management requirements of the
End Customer needs to be flowed down the tiers of supply to minimise any risk from
obsolescence to the customer’s capability and operation. Ensuring that the right
contractual clauses and obligations are placed and understood is critical.
The key points to address when selecting and maintaining a relationship with the
supplier are:

Requirement

Compliant?

Weighting (1-5)

Is there a culture within the supplier
for addressing OM
Is there an appointed OM
responsibility
If the supplier uses other suppliers
are they versed in the OM
requirements of the end customer
Does the supply have the following:


OM Process



OM Policy



OM Strategy



OM Plan



OM tool for identifying risk
maturity



Have a sound Risk
assessment and
mitigation process



Recognise the impact of
legislation



Setting up and
maintaining a regular
communication practice
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Assess the capability of the supplier on a regular basis (annual) ensuring that the supplier has a robust supply
chain that ensures not only continuity but addresses


Counterfeiting



Grey Market risk



Conflict materials and components



Risk assessment and continuity plan in the event of a major disruption to supply
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27.

ANNEX K -

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT REPORTING

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

The following report will be sent to the Operators every [period of time as agreed
between Operator and Supplier] unless an OM Obsolescence Management Alert is
identified which will be processed immediately.

SUPPLIER OBSOLESCENCE ACTIVITY REPORT
Product /Asset
Field
Date
Supplier

OBSOLESCENCE ISSUES REPORT
Obsolescence issues that require Operator authorisation prior to resolution
Component
Part No.

Component
Manufacturer

Deliverable

Tag No.
(Location)

Proposed
Resolution

Cost

Comments

Unit

Obsolescence Issues that were resolved by Supplier during reporting period
Component
Part No.

Component
Manufacturer

Deliverable

Tag No.
(Location)

Unit

Implemented

Comments

Resolution
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OBSOLESCENCE CONCERNS REPORT
Obsolescence Concerns that require Operator authorisation to proceed with mitigation
Component
Part No.

Component
Manufacturer

Deliverable

Tag No.
(Location)

End of
Life Date

Proposed
Mitigation

Cost

Comments

Unit

Obsolescence Concerns that were mitigated by Supplier during reporting period
Component
Part No.

Component
Manufacturer

Deliverable

Tag No.
(Location)

End of Life
Date

Implemented
Mitigation

Comments

Unit

Supplier Obsolescence Activity Report
This report will show the Obsolescence Management activity that has been undertaken
by the Supplier in his duties under his contractual requirement. This activity report will
be for the previous six months, since the last Periodic Report. This report will contain:


For obsolescence issues and concerns that the Operator is responsible for
resolving, a summary of the affected parts and the decision that the
Operator is required to make to resolve or mitigate the issue / concern.



It will also show, where the Supplier is responsible for mitigating and
resolving obsolescence, all the activity that he has undertaken as part of his
responsibility under the contract. This will be for information only but gives
the Operator visibility in case he wishes to understand the effect on other
equipment elsewhere.
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OVERALL OBSOLESCENCE STATUS REPORT

This report will show the status of a list of equipment that has been delivered, by a
supplier, to an Operator. There are multiple screens
Title Screen


A title screen showing the date of report, supplier name, operator name.

Overview Screen


This screen shows a high level overview of the obsolescence status of
supplier equipment.



The Operator will have the option to click on a hyperlink that will take him
directly to the detailed view of the equipment that he is interested in.



If a supplier has provided more than one version of the equipment to an
Operator (with a different configuration) then each version of the equipment
will be listed.

Detail Screen


This screen allows the Operator to have a more detailed view of the
obsolescence status of the equipment by showing a lower level analysis of
the health of parts and assemblies within the product structure.

The following figures show the detail and format of the report that should be provided to
the Operators:

Figure 11 - obsolescence report, title screen example
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Figure 12 - obsolescence report, colour codes

Figure 13 - Obsolescence Report, equipment overview example

Definitionsof Fields within Equipment Status Overview


Production Control System Equipment
o



Serial Number
o



The unique allocated Serial number of an item

Field
o



The name of the piece of equipment that is being analysed

Name of the Field where the equipment is operational

Project Phase
o

The Phase number given that the equipment is delivered against
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Well Number
o



SEV Identifier
o



The Manufacturers part number

Custom
o



The unique well name (can be alpha /numeric)

Equipment Generation / Model Type – Non Mandatory

Revision
o

Where a manufacturer’s part/equipment has been manufactured to more than one
revision then the revision number is required for Configuration Management
purposes
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Figure 14 - Obsolescence Report, SCM status example

Figure 15 - Obsolescence Report, MCS status example
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The above report format should be used to articulate the overview of obsolescence risk
to a Product (in this example an SCM). The report should be based on the
Product/Component Breakdown Structure for the Product(s) / Equipment(s) that have
been declared to be within Scope of the OMP (‘Scope of Plan’ OMP element).
Where obsolescence risk has been identified in the above overview report, a periodic
report should be referenced to provide details of the risk to the Operator. If an
obsolescence risk has been identified within the product since the last Periodic Report,
then an OM Obsolescence Management Alert will have been published by the Supplier
and this should be referred to if applicable.
The report above is for demonstration purposes only and is based on a representative
example of a Subsea Control Module. The example Product/Component Breakdown
Structure that the above report is based on can be found in Figure 12. Some elements
of this structure do not appear in the above report for brevity purposes.
Subsea Control
Module

Documentation

Test Equipment

Hydraulic Subsystem
Electrical Subsystem

General
Arrangement
Drawing

Bill of Materials

Factory Acceptance
Test Procedure

Flushing Procedure

Control Fluid

Shuttle Valve

Module Test Stand

Manifold

Function Line
Pressure Sensor

Tubing & Interface
Fittings

Filter

Hydraulic Input &
Output

Flow Meter

Manifold Block

Electronic Test Unit

Accumulator

Compensator
Bladder

Electrical
Connectors

PCB

Microprocessor
Card

Backplane

Power Supply Unit

Backplane
Connector

MODEM Card

Inductor

Requirements
Specification

Documentation

Compensation Fluid

Hydraulic Schematic

Directional Control
Valve

Electrical Coupler

Transformer

Compensation
System

Diode

Digital Output Card

Wiring Assembly

Serial Interface Card

SIIS Interface Card

3rd Party Downhole
Gauge Interface
Card

Analogue Input Card

Capacitor

Theory of Operation

Programmable Logic
Device

Electrical Schematic

FET

PCB Layout Drawing

Resistor

PCB Gerber File

Figure 16 - SCM Product/Component breakdown structure (representative example for demonstration purposes only)
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Documentation

Bill of Materials

Test Procedure

Obsolescence Obsolescence Management Alert


There will be occasions where an urgent obsolescence issue or concern has
been discovered by the Supplier in the course of his Obsolescence
Management process. For some, it may be too late to wait until the next
periodic report for a resolution to be authorised by the Operator as it may
affect capability or increase through life costs prior to the periodic
authorisation process.



In these instances the Supplier will issue to the Operator an Obsolescence
Obsolescence Management Alert. This Obsolescence Management Alert
will provide, as a minImun, the following information.
o

DATE

o

EQUIPMENT AFFECTED

o

PART AFFECTED

o

END OF LIFE DATE

o

IMPACT ON OPERATOR

o

PROPOSED RESOLUTION DETAIL

o

PROPOSED RESOLUTION COST
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28.

ANNEX L -

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE DIAGRAM

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

Obsolescence Upgrade during the Product Life Cycle.
An example of demonstrating product upgrades / redesigns instigated by obsolescence
risk status of equipment is below.
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29.

ANNEX M -

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

To determine cost avoidance resulting from implementing a proactive Obsolescence
Management strategy, Cost Avoidance methodology should be used. The following is a
recognised method that has been adopted by programs both in the UK and the US.
Table 2 - Non Recurring Engineering Resolution Costs

Resolution

Cost
£

Existing Stock

100

Reclamation

1,300

Equivalent

5,300

Alternative

13,500

Aftermarket

15,900

Emulation

73,000

Redesign—Minor

74,400

Redesign—Major

305,900

The resolution metric data used to demonstrate this has been extracted from the MOD
Component Obsolescence Resolution Cost Metrics Study dated March 2004.
The Cost Avoidance methodology ranks each resolution from lowest cost to highest cost.
Cost avoidance is determined by subtracting the cost of a resolution (Table 2) from that
of the next-higher-cost resolution. Figure 11 provides graphical representation and
Table 3 lists all the resulting values.
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Figure 17- Cost avoidance
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Table 3 - cost avoidance values

Resolution

Cost Avoidance
£

Existing Stock

1,200

Reclamation

4,000

Equivalent

8,200

Alternative

2,400

Aftermarket

57,100

Emulation

1,400

Redesign—Minor

231,500

Redesign—Major

0

COST AVOIDANCE EXAMPLE
Table 4 provides an example whereby implementing the most effective resolutions for each obsolescence issue or concern
during the program will provide the total cost avoidance achieved by adopting a proactive OM strategy.
Table 4 - cost avoidance examples using cost avoidance methodology

Resolution

Number of
Resolutions
Implemented

Cost
Avoidanc
e£

Total Cost
Avoidance
£

Existing Stock

14

1,200

16,800

Reclamation

0

4,000

0

Equivalent

140

8,200

1,148,000

Alternative

16

2,400

38,400

Aftermarket

14

57,100

799,400

Emulation

12

1,400

16,800

Redesign—Minor

4

231,500

926,000

Redesign—Major

0

0

0

Total

200

2,945,400
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Example
To determine the estimated cost avoidance of the example, the cost of the OM strategy
is deducted from the Total Cost Avoidance figure
Total Cost Avoidance for 3 Years = £2,945,400
Total cost of implementing a proactive Obsolescence Management program = £100,000
per Year
Total Cost Avoidance for 3 year period = £2,945,400 minus £300,000 = £2,645,400
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30.

ANNEX N -

PLAN TRANSITION

This annex is an example process only for the required OMP element

The Contractual agreement between the Operator and the Supplier will define the date
of transition from being supported to unsupported. This may be at the time when the
equipment is taken out of service, when a Life of Field Contract expires or when a
different supplier is engaged to carry on support. Normally this is defined by contractual
conditions within the contract.
At the time of Transition the supplier should provide the Operator(s) with the following
information:


Configuration status of the equipment



Obsolescence status analysis for [period of time as agreed between Operator and
Supplier] after transition, where equipment is still in service



Components list and their list of chemicals covered by Legislation



Design information at time of Transition



Software configuration at time of Transition



MTBF predictions for equipment if still in service



Equipment Service Record



Technology Readiness Level

These should all be identified in the Contract.
Suppliers may want to reflect this into their supply chain and in such cases it is
recommended that a table of items is maintained and compliance to meet the Operators
requirements is recorded.
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